
There’s more to Genuine Toyota and TRD wheels than sporty good looks! Not only do they provide a
custom look—giving every Toyota owner the opportunity to flaunt their individuality—they are
manufactured according to Toyota’s strict engineering specifications and maintain Toyota’s high
standards for ride quality, performance and strength.

Designed specifically for each Toyota vehicle make and model, Genuine Toyota and TRD wheels provide
the original equipment performance owner’s expect. Every wheel has undergone comprehensive tests to
help ensure proper weight, offset and brake clearances as well as proper fit, finish and reliability.

A set of Genuine Toyota or TRD wheels are exactly what every owner needs to amplify their Toyota’s
stylish good looks and optimize performance!
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Accessories That Enhance Your Customers’ Driving Experience

Genuine Toyota & TRD Wheels Add Distinctive Flair

WHEELS



Every Genuine Toyota and TRD

wheel is custom designed for

each vehicle to help ensure

that there is a sufficient air

gap between the back side of the wheel and the brake caliper assemblies. In

contrast, some aftermarket wheels may not be made to specifically match

owners’ vehicles, which may lead to fit problems or interference issues.
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esigned to provide owners with the opportunity to upgrade their
factory wheels, Genuine Toyota and TRD wheels are available in

a wide variety of styles ranging from elegant and sophisticated to
rugged and sporty. They feature diverse finishes to help owner’s
showcase their unique tastes including gunmetal and graphite gray,
matte black, silver, smoked-chrome and even bronze and are available
in a wide variety of sizes to achieve the popular “big-rim” look. In
almost all cases, Genuine Toyota wheels can be used with the
vehicle’s factory tires and both Genuine Toyota & TRD wheels are
designed to precisely fit the Tire Pressure Monitoring System (TPMS)
sensor. Each wheel is tested to help ensure that the signal meets the
transmission specification and is counter-balanced for the TPMS—for
ease of wheel balancing and a smoother ride.

Stylish Options

to Customize Every Toyota

d



Quality Construction
Carefully crafted and machined within precise tolerances, Genuine Toyota and TRD wheels feature an ultra-strong
structure and a hub-centric design that helps ensure against vibration and maintain ride quality. Some also include
special tuner-style conical-seat lug nuts to achieve optimal torque tension and provide added style. These lug nuts
are smaller than typical flat-seat wheel lug nuts, allowing designers more stylistic freedom and also helping to
provide anti-theft protection. Due to the unique design of the lug nuts, a special spline-drive key (provided in the
accessory kit) is needed to remove them. In comparison, aftermarket lug nuts may not always be designed for
specific wheel applications.

Most Genuine Toyota wheels feature lightweight aluminum alloy construction and in some cases can help optimize
fuel economy—in contrast to some heavier aftermarket alternatives. Low pressure cast aluminum alloy wheels help
provide a higher strength-to-weight ratio for optimal performance and lower unsprung weight when compared to

OE steel wheels. In addition to precision cast aluminum alloy, Toyota also
offers two forged aluminum alloy options including the TRD 17” forged

off-road wheels and 22” forged 5-spoke wheels built specifically for the
Land Cruiser, Sequoia and Tundra. Forged wheels are lighter

than their cast counterparts of the same dimensions
and also offer a higher strength-to-weight ratio, which
helps keep corner weight down and maintains or
reduces unsprung weight. A higher strength-to-weight
ratio is inherent to one-piece, hot-forged aluminum
wheels compared to cast aluminum or steel wheels.
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Genuine Toyota Wheels

16” 15-Spoke Alloy Wheels

16” Baja Alloy Wheels

20” Carved Alloy Wheels

20” Machined Star 5-Spoke Alloy
Wheels

Vehicle Applications

Camry

Tacoma

Tundra

Sequoia, Tundra

Finish Options

Smoked-Chrome

Silver

Silver

Silver

TRD Wheels

16” 5-Spoke Off-Road Alloy Wheels

16” 6-Spoke Alloy Wheels

16” Off-Road Beadlock-Style
Alloy Wheels

17” Forged Off-Road Beadlock-
Style Alloy Wheels

18” 10-Spoke Alloy Wheels

18” 9-Spoke Mesh Wheels

18” 5-Spoke Alloy Wheels

19” 5-Spoke Alloy Wheels

22” Forged 5-Spoke Alloy Wheels

Vehicle Applications

Tacoma

FJ Cruiser

FJ Cruiser, Tacoma

Land Cruiser,
Sequoia, Tundra

Camry

Corolla, Matrix

Corolla, Matrix

Matrix

Land Cruiser,
Sequoia, Tundra

Finish Options

Silver

Silver

Bronze

Graphite Gray with Polished
Silver Beadlock

Silver

Gunmetal Gray

Matte Black or High-Power Silver

Gunmetal Gray (Machined Lip)

High-Luster Polished Aluminum

Please visit www.toyotaasg.com to learn more about model year vehicle applications for both Genuine Toyota and TRD wheels.
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Genuine
Toyota &
TRD Wheels

YES

YES

YES

YES
(for TRD
Wheels)

YES

YES

YES

Typical
Aftermarket
Wheels

YES

NO

May or may not
include this
feature

May or may
not include
this feature

May or may
not include
this feature

Typically are
not tested to
or required to
meet tough OEM
specifications

NO

Feature

Custom Look

Designed
Specifically for
each Toyota
Vehicle Make
and Model

Ultra-Strong
Structure and
Hub-Centric
Design

Tuner-Style
Lug Nuts

Lightweight
Aluminum Alloy
Construction

Tested to Meet
Rigorous OEM
Standards

Toyota 3 Year/
36,000-mile
New Vehicle
Limited Warranty

Function

Allows owners the opportunity
to personalize their vehicle and
showcase their unique tastes

Provides OE performance

Helps ensure against vibration

Achieves optimal torque tension
and provides added style

Helps optimize fuel economy and
provides a higher strength-to-
weight ratio

Rigorous testing includes, but is
not limited to, impact tests,
radial and rotary fatigue tests as
well as environmental tests such
as salt spray and accelerated
weathering or UV tests

Warranty will cover Toyota
accessories for up to 3 years
or 36,000 miles, whichever
comes first

Benefit

Lets owners flaunt their individual
style while maintaining Toyota’s
high standards for ride quality,
performance and strength

Available in a wide variety of
finishes, sizes and styles

Helps ensure proper weight, offset
and brake clearances as well as
proper fit, finish and reliability

Maintains OE ride quality

Tuner-style lug nuts are smaller
than typical wheel lug nuts,
allowing more stylistic freedom
and helping to provide anti-theft
protection

Due to the unique design of the
lug nuts, a special spline-drive
key is needed to remove them (key
provided in accessory kit)

Allows for optimal performance
and durability

Provides owners with the peace
of mind that they have purchased
a high quality Genuine Toyota or
TRD product built to last

Valid at any Toyota
dealership nationwide

Key Advantages At a Glance:
Genuine Toyota & TRD Wheels

The Genuine Toyota Accessory Promise

Constructed from only the highest quality materials, all Genuine Toyota and TRD wheels
have been developed by Toyota to withstand the rigors of everyday use. They have
undergone extensive ride, handling, and strength tests to ensure that they meet Toyota’s
high quality standards. Testing includes, but is not limited to, impact tests, radial and
rotary fatigue tests as well as environmental tests such as salt spray and accelerated

weathering or UV tests. These tests help ensure that the wheels will stand the test of time. Best of all, Genuine
Toyota and TRD Wheels are backed by the factory 3-year/36,000-mile New Vehicle Limited Warranty.


